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ABOUT THE
SACRED WORLD ORACLE

h

The Sacred World Oracle celebrates the beauty and diversity of the earth and its creatures. The deck utilizes myth,
folklore, and nature to offer practical wisdom and guidance.
The Sacred World Oracle was created to help you access the wisdom of the natural world, just as humans have
always done. Throughout history, nature has been seen as a
conduit for the divine. The Norse believed they could obtain
guidance from Erda, their goddess of the earth, by examining waves in the ocean or watching birds in the sky. Sailors
of olden times used cats to predict bad weather.
Oracles bear the double duty of being the message as
well as the vehicle to communicate it. In the ancient world,
the word “oracle” referred to the sacred place where prophecy was received along with the priest or priestess channeling it. Perhaps the most famous of these places was the ancient Oracle of Delphi, which was sacred to the god Apollo.
Whichever definition you prefer, the function of an oracle
remains the same: oracles offer us information. They can
provide us with an experience of synchronicity, a series of
4

seemingly random events which are interpreted as a whole
for greater meaning. In the case of an oracle, our personal
experiences serve to frame these events, thus releasing information we already possess deep within our psyche.
The Sacred World Oracle is comprised of forty-four oracle cards organized into four sections, or quadrants, representing the four elements: earth, air, water, and fire. Within
each quadrant ten animals are presented, which seemed particularly rich with mythic connotation to me. It is amazing
to note the similarities of animal legends across vastly different cultures. Their symbolism and stories are explained
in greater detail on a card-by-card basis within this booklet.
As you work with The Sacred World Oracle, I hope
these sacred stories will help you as they have other insightful people since the beginning of time. May the natural
world bring you wisdom and inspiration!
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THE CARDS
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o The Quadrant of Earth o
I – Earth

Keywords: Feeling grounded. Appreciating the good things
in life. Manifestation.
The element of earth is associated with the concept of physical manifestation. Most ancient myths present the earth as
a warm, giving mother able to support all of life through
her creations. Her bountiful plants and trees offer us shelter
and food, allowing us to live comfortably in the physical
world. As such, the earth symbolizes the feminine forces
of fertility and stability. When the Earth card appears in an
oracle reading, look for opportunities to take your dreams
and turn them into concrete reality.

II – Cat

Keywords: Fertility. Beauty. Magic. Independence.
The cat is perhaps the most mysterious of mammals. The
ancient Greeks associated the cat with the moon goddess,
Artemis. In Europe, cats were believed to be the familiar of
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witches and wizards. However, in Japan and China, the cat
was honored as good luck talismans. While cats are prized
pets all over the globe, no culture has ever surpassed the
Ancient Egyptians in revering them. Four thousand years
ago, the cat was worshiped there as the sacred animal of
Bastet, the Egyptian goddess of happiness, love, pregnancy,
and childbirth. The Cat card challenges you to find ways to
express your individuality. How can you create more magic
and beauty?

III – Dog

Keywords: Loyalty. Perseverance. Affection for your “tribe”.
The loyal dog has been called “man’s best friend” since time
immemorial. In Homer’s Odyssey, Odysseus’s faithful dog
Argos waited two decades for his master’s return from the
Trojan Wars. Once the canine saw Odysseus, he wagged
his tail once before departing for his eternal reward. Dogs
were also connected to the powerful Egyptian god Anubis.
Anubis bore the head of the dog-like jackal and was associated with the afterlife. In the natural world, dogs prefer to
coexist in tribes, finding strength in numbers. The Dog card
pushes you to find ways to express your loyalty and perseverance. Who makes up the “tribe” in your life?
7

IV – Rabbit

Keywords: Gentleness. Fertility. Vulnerability.
Gentle and sweet, rabbits are creatures who are vulnerable
and paradoxically make others vulnerable. Since they are
easily hunted by predators, rabbits routinely burrow for
protection. Their burrowing can lead to the ground literally
collapsing beneath some unfortunate person’s feet. More
positively, the rabbit is associated with the moon in Asian
cultures along with the new start of spring. The Easter Bunny is one remnant of the rabbit’s ancient ties to the Pagan
fertility goddess Eostre. The Rabbit card invites you to be
vulnerable to new possibilities. A gentle demeanor can open
unforeseen doors.

V – Ram

Keywords: Moving forward. Birth. Fearlessness.
In astrological symbolism, the ram is affiliated with Aries, the first sign of the zodiac, which is ruled by the warrior planet Mars. Like the rabbit, the ram is a creature of
springtime; however, the ram is as aggressive as the rabbit
is passive. No surprise, but rams are often found battering
against obstacles in an attempt to discover new pathways.
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In ancient Greece, the ram is best known from the tale of
Jason’s relentless quest for the incomparable golden fleece.
Accordingly, the Ram card suggests new riches if one is
fearless enough to chase after them. However, before you
jump into new ventures, examine the wisdom of doing so.

VI – Bear

Keywords: Brute strength. Power. Ferocity.
The Bear card symbolizes brute strength lurking beneath
the surface. Since the bear is one of the few animals able
to walk upright, many cultures consider the bear to have
a special connection to humans. On a related note, there
are countless stories of humans turning into bears. Perhaps
the most famous of these is the Greco-Roman myth about
how Hera shape-shifted the nymph Callisto into a bear after she bore a son named Arcos to Hera’s husband, Zeus.
When Arcas inadvertently pursued his mother in bear form,
Zeus protected mother and son by transforming them into
constellations, Ursa Major—Great Bear, and Ursa Minor—
Little Bear. Norse sagas also tell of a group of warriors who
fought with such ferocity, it was whispered that they actually turned into bears. Centuries later, “to go berserk” means
to rage like a beast.
9

VII – Lion

Keywords: Strength. Generosity. Majesty. Protection.
The Lion card promises great protection from powerful
forces. Throughout history the lion has been touted as the
king of the beasts. Aslan, the lion ruler in C. S. Lewis’s The
Chronicles of Narnia, is the best known embodiment of this
regal animal in modern literature. His generous spirit served
to protect those who visited Narnia. In ancient mythology,
the Egyptian goddess Sekhmet was depicted with the head
of a lioness to suggest her intense warrior spirit. In other
cultures, Hindu legend tells of the Yali, an ancient supernatural lion-like creature more powerful than any other animal.

VIII – Fox

Keywords: Cleverness. Prosperity. Arrival of a harvest.
The Fox card symbolizes harvest after a period of confusion
and travail. In both legend and life the fox is a crafty animal.
Many Native American tribes depict the fox as a cunning
trickster in their myths. The Chinese considered white foxes helpful spirits and black foxes possibly malevolent ones.
Sometimes a fox spirit would shape-shift into a beautiful
woman to better woo a man. More positively, the fox is
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associated with wealth. Inari, a Japanese god of food and
rice, sometimes takes on the form of a fox to visit mortals.
Harvest festivals devoted to a female incarnation of Inari
take place at the autumnal equinox.

IX – Bull

Keywords: Intent. Sacrifice for a greater good. Virility. Goals.
The Bull card invites you to consider your goals and how
best to reach them. The bull was worshipped in ancient
cultures, especially in the Mesopotamian and Hellenistic
worlds. Sacrificial bulls were an important part of their
rituals that focused their intentions for the future. Through
these rituals it was believed that the strength of the bull was
transmitted to the participants. In Crete the myth of the Minotaur, a bull-headed monster who lived in the center of a
labyrinth, required an annual sacrifice of seven maidens and
seven youths. More happily, the bull suggests the new start
of spring through the astrological constellation of Taurus.
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X – Snake

Keywords: Worldliness. Duality. Desire.
When the Snake card appears, look for areas where you
need to pay attention to the dualities of creation and destruction, of temptation and desire. In Greco-Roman mythology, the snake was sacred to Asclepius, the god of
medicine. The ouroboros, a symbol of eternity with Greek
origins, is a serpent forming a perfect ring by holding its tail
in its mouth. The snake is also associated with creation stories. Judeo-Christian tradition relates that a serpent tempted
the first woman, Eve, into sharing fruit from the tree of
knowledge with the first man, Adam, with whom she lived
in bliss. This transgression led to their expulsion from the
Garden of Eden. In Norse mythology, snakes represented
the forces of chaos. One such snake was Jormungand, the
World Serpent. The Norse also believed that serpents sought
to undermine Yggdrasil, the mighty ash tree that supported
the cosmos. The most powerful of these was Nidhogg, a
huge snake that gnawed perpetually at Yggdrasil’s root.
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XI – Elephant

Keywords: Memory. Removing obstacles. Intelligence.
The popular adage that an elephant never forgets is true. In
the natural world, these largest of creatures are renowned
for their memory, perhaps because their brain mass is
greater than other animals and their intense loyalty to their
packs. The Roman author Pliny the Elder wrote that the elephant was the animal closest to man as regards intelligence.
In India, the elephant is honored as the epitome of helpfulness and success in the form of Ganesha. Associated with
intellectual pursuits, this elephant-headed Hindu god is especially valued for his ability to remove obstacles that keep
the faithful from reaching their desires. He is often depicted
with multiple arms and riding a mouse, a symbol of humility. The appearance of the Elephant card promises you can
remove obstacles using tools you already possess: knowledge, memories, and personal relationships. You are not as
helpless as you think.

3
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o The Quadrant of water o
XII – Water

Keywords: Emotions. Psychic energies. Empathy. Intuition.
The element of water is associated with the moon, the mysterious celestial body that affects ocean tides and women’s
cycles. In astrology, the moon symbolizes human emotions,
which often wax and wane in a similar fashion, as well as
psychic sensitivities. Just as we depend on our emotions to
enrich our soul, we depend upon water for our physical
well-being—after all, our bodies are comprised of 98% water. Yet water is a shape-shifting force that often eludes capture. With the appearance of the Water card, look for experiences of connection to the spirit world. This may take the
form of psychic flashes or unexpected empathy. Trust them.

XIII – Whale

Keywords: Diving deep. Surviving danger. Powerful forces.
The Whale card suggests that you are encountering forces
more powerful than yourself—what lessons can you learn
from them? The whale is the most mammoth of the sea’s
14

creatures; humans are dwarfed beside it. Western culture’s
most famous whale story finds its origins in the Bible. The
prophet Jonah survived being trapped within the belly of a
great whale for three days and three nights. In more recent
years, the whale has faced extinction from overhunting.
Herman Melville’s novel Moby Dick related the tale of Captain Ahab’s search for an elusive and deadly white sperm
whale who previously attacked him. Ahab’s obsessive quest
for revenge led to his eventual mental derangement and
physical destruction.

XIV– Salmon

Keywords: Magic. Intuition. Wisdom.
The appearance of the Salmon card invites you to develop
your innate magic and wisdom. Salmon are considered magical creatures because they can swim in both salt and fresh
water. Celtic mythology especially valued these fish as the
giver of wisdom. One popular tale recounts how the salmon gained wisdom after eating several hazelnuts which had
fallen into a stream. Since hazel branches are considered
especially magical—their branches were revered for wizards'
wands—tradition claimed that whoever eats the Salmon of
15

Wisdom would gain these powers for themselves. In the Pacific Northwest, the salmon is especially valued as a major
source of food. The Haida people tell of a boy who transformed into a salmon after he wasn’t sufficiently respectful
of the fish. In time his sojourn with the Salmon People
granted him the ability to heal others.

XV – Turtle

Keywords: Stability. The protection of home. Longevity.
When the Turtle card appears in a reading, it is a sign that
you are organically protected by forces you already possess.
It also brings stability to ventures requiring it. Perhaps this
is because it carries its home on its back, the long-living turtle represents stability in many cultures around the globe.
A Native American story states that the turtle supports the
entire world upon its back; as such, the animal serves as a
creation deity. In China, the tradition of feng shui associates
the turtle with the element of water. It is believed that it
offers good fortune and support of the family unit.
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XVI – Swan

Keywords: Aspirational beauty. Grace. Enchantment.
The Swan card tells of enchantment that may distract you
from reality, like the distorted reflections in water. It also
tells of the desire to create beauty against all odds. Tales of
enchanted swan maidens are indigenous to Eastern European folklore. This motif makes its most famous appearance in the ballet Swan Lake which offers the story of a
pure-hearted white swan, Odette, and a deceptive black
swan, Odylle. Though born a princess, Odette was cursed
to remain in her current feathered form unless she won the
love of a prince. In the natural world, these water fowl are
better known for their graceful appearance than their harsh
voices. Despite this, some believed that the dying swan sang
a song of unsurpassed beauty right before their demise. The
expression “swan song” has come to signify a last great performance or accomplishment.
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XVII – Dolphin

Keywords: Divine guidance. Greater intelligence. Unexpected help.
The appearance of the Dolphin card reassures you that
help is on the way—there is a greater intelligence at work
than can be perceived. The dolphin appears as a guide and
helper in many Greek myths. Delphi, the spiritual center of
the ancient Greek world, derived its name from the Greek
word for “dolphin,” delphinos, because the god Apollo was
believed to have led his priests to that sacred place while in
the form of a dolphin. The dolphin is also associated with
the afterlife. Rock paintings of the Australian Aborigines
depict dolphins aiding fishermen by herding fish into their
nets; it was believed these dolphins were souls of the dead
returned to watch over their people.

XVIII – Crab

Keywords: Feeling vulnerable. Seeking hidden value. Caution. Indirectness.
Like the turtle, the crab is a self-protective creature. It can
easily retreat into its exoskeleton shell when vulnerable. To
further confuse its enemies, it scampers sideways when run18

ning away and has the benefit of sharp claws. In mythology,
the crab is best associated with the constellation and astrological sign of Cancer. Ruled by the moon, Cancerians are
believed to be concerned with the comforts and treasures
of the home. The Crab card suggests that it may be time
to look inward to find hidden treasures. If you’re feeling
threatened or uncertain as to what these may be, allow your
inner values to guide you.

XIX – Crocodile

Keywords: Power. Tenacity. Protection.
Whether it be in Egypt or Australia or beyond, the crocodile is feared wherever it appears. Their sharp teeth and
tenacious jaws can kill instantly; their tough skin makes
them especially immune to attack. In ancient Egypt this
ferocious reptile was worshipped in the form of Sobek, a
fertility deity associated with the creation of the Nile. As
such, he was granted the honorific of Lord of the Waters.
Sobek was renowned for his sometimes unpredictable power and strength, which led some to consider him a force of
chaos. Others believed Sobek protected his followers from
crocodiles and other forms of attack. The Crocodile card
19

suggests that it is time to marshal your forces—how can you
protect yourself? Alternately, it offers encouragement to be
as tenacious as possible. Remember, tenacity can be a form
of protection.

XX – Frog

Keywords: Good fortune. Treating others with kindness.
Compassion.
Look for unexpected good fortune when the Frog card appears in a reading. Frogs are a symbol of the force of water,
a symbol of fertility in cultures everywhere. The ancient
Egyptians depicted Heqit, the goddess of childbirth, with
the head of a frog. Hindu folklore maintains that frogs bring
rain when they croak and that pouring water over a frog
can break a drought. In Europe, the best known frog story is
a fairy tale. When a young princess lost her golden ball in a
pond, a frog offered to retrieve the golden ball if she would
share her dinner with him, let him sleep on her pillow, and
wake him with a kiss. Eager to have her toy back, the princess agreed; once the ball was back in her hand, she ran off
home. That night, the frog appeared at the castle demanding she honor her word. She reluctantly complied. In the
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morning she woke him with a kiss, which was the magical
solution to a magical problem: the frog was an enchanted
prince who needed the love of a princess to transform back
into a man.

XXI – Seal

Keywords: Transformation. Shapeshifting. Temptation.
Many say that the seal inspired the folktales of the mermaid. These beliefs may have originated because, when
viewed from a distance, a seal basking on the rocks can
look almost human in form. The Inuit of Greenland and
Northern Canada often depicted Sedna, the all-powerful
goddess of the sea, as a seal. Some families living on the
Orkney and Shetland Islands in the North Sea claim to be
descended from shape-shifting seals called selkies. Legend
says that long ago a fisherman saw a selkie shed her sealskin
on the beach and transform into a lovely girl. Dazzled by
her beauty, he stole her sealskin and wed her, trapping her
in her human form. When the couple had been married ten
years, the husband decided the selkie had been a wife and
mother so long that she would have no desire to return to
the sea. He gave her the sealskin when she asked for it. But
21

the call of the sea was too strong for her to resist: with a
gasp of joy, the selkie wife ran to the shore, drew the skin
around her, and dove into the ocean, a seal forevermore.
Just as the selkie was transformed from seal to woman and
back again, the Seal card invites you to look for instances of
transformation in your life. How can you shift your shape
to better your circumstances?

XXII – Carp

Keywords: A gift from a humble place. Financial prosperity.
The Carp card offers the promise of fortune and prosperity. This fish is judged a good luck charm in many cultures
because it resembles gold, that most precious of metals. In
Japan special carp-shaped streamers, called koinobori, are
flown every May fifth for a holiday called Children’s Day.
Throughout Asia the carp is considered a magical spirit. A
goldfish even plays the fairy godmother role in a Chinese
Cinderella story. In this fairy tale a poor orphan girl named
Yeh-Shen had only one friend, a carp with unusual gold
eyes. After the girl’s cruel stepmother killed the fish and
served it for supper, the carp’s spirit came to Yeh-Shen. It instructed her to gather its bones and tell them her heart’s de22

sires. The girl said that all she wanted was a proper dress to
attend the spring festival. Immediately her rags turned into
a silk gown with golden slippers. Yeh-Shen was the most
beautiful girl at the festival, but she lost her slipper while
running home. A merchant found her slipper and brought
it to the king, who swore he must wed the shoe’s owner.
Once the slipper was reunited with its owner, Yeh-Shen
married the king and they lived happily ever after.

3
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o The Quadrant of air o
XXIII – Air

Keywords: Ideas. Communications. Making connections.
Perspective.
The element of air suggests the power of communication to
inform your life. In ancient times, flight-bound birds were
believed to embody divine wisdom, transporting inspiration down from the heavens to aid humanity. Though these
communications are ultimately helpful, they can be as galvanizing as a lightning bolt from the blue. Alternately, to view
the world from the air is one way to gain a new perspective
on circumstances. When the Air card appears in a reading,
it invites us to see the forest for the trees. It also represents
a period of intellectual growth.

XXIV– Owl

Keywords: Education and skills. Considering things from all
sides. Detachment.
The Owl card is a harbinger of good fortune for those who
embrace the path of the mind. This nocturnal bird is best
24

associated with Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom who
was also honored as a warrior and artisan—activities which
require the use of acquired skills to create a conscious outcome. The owl’s physical attributes also grant it advantages
in the natural world. Its extra large eyes can easily scope
prey in the night, as does its ability to rotate its head in a
seemingly full circle. The appearance of the Owl card suggests you need to examine a situation from all sides to better understand it—a more detached view is needed.

XXV– Spider

Keywords: Greater connections. The web which ties us all
together. Communications.
When the Spider card appears in a reading, look for ways to
build connections. Helpful communications are especially
favored at this time. The spider is hailed around the world
for its miraculous ability to weave webs. As such, it serves
as a symbol of that which ties us together as a whole in the
universe. Among the Pueblo Indians, the spider is honored
in the form of a powerful deity known as Spider Woman.
Spider Woman was believed to have created the world
through her spinning. In West Africa, numerous tales are
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told of Anansi the spider, a trickster figure who ultimately
benefits mankind despite his antics. Today, the spider’s
web has gained a new connotation with the creation of the
world wide web which serves to connect all of humanity
through almost instantaneous communications.

XXVI – Dove

Keywords: Peace and serenity. Higher wisdom. Love.
The Dove card represents humanity’s highest hopes for
love, peace, and union with the divine. In many cultures
the white dove was considered sacred to love goddesses:
Aphrodite in Greece, Venus in Rome, and Ishtar in Mesopotamia. Remnants of these traditions survive today; white
doves still represents romantic love and are often released
after weddings. However, Christians revere the dove as a
symbol of the divine, believing it represents the holy spirit.
One famous dove story comes from the Book of Genesis.
God was angered by people’s wrongdoing and caused rains
to flood the Earth. To signify that dry land had been found,
a dove returned to Noah’s arc holding an olive branch. This
image is now understood as a symbol of peace.
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XXVII – Dragonfly

Keywords: Unexpected guidance. Surprising grace. Transcendence.
The Dragonfly card serves as a symbol of unexpected grace
found in difficult places. These flying insects often congregate in swampy marshes where they eat mosquitoes and
other stinging insects. Cimidye, a goddess associated with
the Tucana Indians of the Amazon, was transformed into a
dragonfly so she might transcend her difficulties. In North
America, the Zunis consider the dragonfly an intermediary
between the spirit and the physical worlds. Today, though
some fear the dragonfly for its sting, it is harmless.

XXVIII – Bat

Keywords: Looking beyond fear. Unexpected transformations. Good fortune.
Despite the centuries of superstition and misconceptions
about the bat, the appearance of the Bat card offers the
promise of good luck. The reality is that this shy, intelligent
animal helps humans by eating insects that carry disease.
Still, folk traditions associate the bat with the powers of
darkness, fueled by its nocturnal life and the unusual eat27

ing habits of the vampire bat. This small bat rarely harms
its victims and prefers cattle to humans; yet the vampire
associated with this species has become a universal symbol of supernatural evil. Tales of the vampire, or Nosferatu,
were spread throughout Europe by Gypsies who warned
of an undead monster that abandoned its coffin at night to
prey on the unwary. This legend was popularized in Bram
Stoker’s novel Dracula. The gentle bat is better appreciated
in Asia. The Chinese character “fu” stands for both bat and
happiness, and Fu-xing, the Taoist god of happiness, is represented by a bat.

XXIX – Peacock

Keywords: Pride. Being dazzled by appearances. Beauty.
The Peacock card represents the double-edged sword of
beauty. Just as the peacock seeks to lure a potential mate
through the display of its glorious plumage, superficial appearances can dazzle to what lies beneath the surface. In
late nineteenth century England, the peacock was associated
with the Aesthetic art movement. Its followers considered
the pursuit of beauty one of the greatest goods known to
humanity, often valuing form over function. More positively, the peacock is associated in ancient times with the Ro28

man sovereign goddess Juno. It was believed that the many
eyes contained within its feathers represented the goddess’s
eyes as she watched over her worshippers.

XXX – Butterfly

Keywords: Soulfulness. Transformation. Changes.
From China to Maori, from Ireland to Greece, the butterfly
is a symbol for the immortal soul released from its human
cocoon. Many traditions hold that the spirit leaves the body
in death in the form of a butterfly or moth. The Greek word
for both “butterfly” and “soul” is psyche. Psyche was also the
name given to a girl who won the heart of Cupid, the god
of love in a Greek myth. The goddess Aphrodite, jealous of
mortal Psyche’s beauty, sent her son, Cupid, to punish her.
But Cupid fell in love with Psyche and secretly married her.
Aphrodite, Cupid's mother, made Psyche perform a series of
tasks to prove herself worthy. With a little divine help, the
girl completed them all and was united with Cupid and was
rewarded with immortality. Just as Psyche did, the Butterfly
card suggests that we can transform ourselves if we are willing to put in the work. It also suggests a new awareness of
the immortal soul we all possess.
29

XXXI – Raven

Keywords: Using darkness to empower yourself. Watchfulness. Trickster behavior.
Many cultures view the raven as a supernatural messenger.
The Norse associated the raven with Odin, the ruler of the
gods. Every day Odin sent two ravens, Hugin (Thought)
and Munin (Memory) to fly about the earth as his spies. Yet
many cultures see the raven as an ominous symbol of death
and misfortune. The Celtic war goddess, Morrigan, was
believed to circle over battlefields in the form of a raven.
More positively, the native peoples of the Pacific Northwest
think of the raven as a creator spirit who also functions as
a trickster. One legend tells how Raven tricks a sky chief to
bring light to this world. This chief treasured two things: his
cedar box, which contained the moon and the sun, and his
beautiful daughter. Clever Raven arranged to be reborn as
the daughter’s baby, knowing the chief wouldn’t be able to
resist his own grandson. Baby Raven cried and cried for the
precious box until the sky chief gave in, thus bringing light
from darkness. When the Raven card appears, take it as an
invitation to get comfortable with your darker side. How
can you use it to reach your goals?
30

XXXII – Bee

Keywords: Industry. Cooperation. Working collectively.
The Bee card represents how sweet life can be if you work
harmoniously with others. In nature, bees work collectively within their hive to pollinate flowers in order to make
honey. Each member of the cooperative has an important
task to fulfill for the greater good of the whole. The ancient
Minoans especially valued bees and actively pursued beekeeping as an art. They even honored the bee as a totem
of their great mistress goddess. In other ancient cultures,
priestesses were called ‘bees’, suggesting their role within
their goddess’s divine hive. Through the ages, the bee has
also served as a symbol of royalty; the conquering Napoleon adopted the bee as his emblem. Today, popular culture
acknowledges the bee for its indefatigable industry. To be
“as busy as a bee” is a compliment to a person’s hard work.
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XXXIII – Bluebird

Keywords: Optimism and hope. Happiness. Idealism.
The Bluebird card invites you to view life through rosecolored glasses. Indeed, the Bluebird of Happiness is one of
the most positive portents to be found in European folklore.
Some believe this symbol took root from a French fairy
tale written by Madame d’Aulnoy during the seventeenth
century; it relates the story of a helpful prince enchanted
in the form of a bluebird. Two centuries later, the Belgian
playwright Maeterlinck dramatized the Bluebird of Happiness
as a symbolic quest for inner fulfillment. Across the Atlantic
Ocean, Native American tradition connected the bluebird to
the rising sun. This story suggests that as long as there is
another day there is always reason for hope.

3
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XXXIV – Fire

Keywords: Passion. Energy. Change. Make the most of it,
but be careful not to “burn out.”
The element of fire symbolizes duality; while it offers
warmth and light, it can also destroy. Fire is a magical substance that transforms all it touches. For example, fire can
cook food, but can also burn a verdant forest into grey ash.
The inherent dangers and gifts of fire are illustrated in the
Greek myth of Prometheus. When the hero stole fire from
the gods to benefit humanity, he was harshly punished by
being bound to a rock where an eagle ate his liver. Even
still, he felt that his sacrifice was worth it: without fire, little
can thrive. When the Fire card appears in a reading, look
for areas where you can bring energetic change. Embrace it
with passion.

XXXV – Firebird

Keywords: Hope and magic. Brilliance. Divine protection.
The Firebird card promises unexpected help just when you
need it most. This fantastical bird with brilliant plumes of
33

flames finds its origin in Russian folklore where she is presented as a shapeshifting half-bird, half-woman creature.
The firebird’s magical feather offered protection to those
fortunate to possess it and enabled her to successfully wage
battle against a villainous wizard. Her story was popularized in a ballet whose music was composed by Igor Stravinsky. The Firebird’s 1910 premiere at the Ballets Russe was
an instant success.

XXXVI– Horse

Keywords: Speed. Transportation. Focus. Intensity.
How would civilization as we understand it have come into
existence without the horse? Since time immemorial horses
have granted humans speedy transportation as well as assistance with agricultural pursuits. During times of conflict,
the horse serves as the soldier’s most stalwart friend. In
mythology and folklore, horses often take on aspects that
extend their natural talents into the supernatural. The Celtic
goddess Rhiannon appeared to her followers upon a ghostly
white horse. Odin, the Norse sovereign god, rode an eightlegged steed named Sleipnir. Sleipnir was honored as the
best horse among all and often accompanied Odin to Hel
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and back. Fiery horse-drawn chariots are also associated
with the passage of the sun across the sky; the Greek god
Apollo drove one such vehicle. The Horse card suggests that
now is the time to move with speed. Focus your intentions
accordingly.

XXXVII – Dragon

Keywords: Slaying your metaphorical dragons. Courage.
Strength. Facing darkness.
While our modern image of the fire-breathing dragon has
roots in Nordic and Celtic myths, Greek legend was also rich
in dragon stories. In it, the dragon Draco guarded the idyllic
garden of the Hesperides, several beautiful nymphs. Though
dragons traditionally guarded treasure for themselves, they
were also cast as keepers of golden hoards throughout Europe. German legend tells of the dragon Fafnir whose lair
on the banks of the Rhine included an enchanted helmet
that could make the wearer disappear. In the British Isles,
the dragon is mainly remembered as the legendary foe of
Saint George, a warrior who lived in Asia Minor. The poet
Edmund Spenser transformed the saint into the Red Cross
Knight, a noble English youth sent by the fairy queen to
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slay a menacing dragon. Just as George faced his fearsome
opponent, the appearance of the Dragon card suggests it is
time for you to confront your own enemies, whether they
be out in the world or within your psyche. You have the
courage to do so.

XXXVIII – Chimera

Keywords: Compromise between opposites. Balance. Finding a way to bring it all together. Creativity.
The Chimera card suggests the opportunity to find union
between seemingly disharmonious parts in your life. How
can you seek creative compromise? The chimera itself was
comprised of different animals; it was described by Homer
as part lion, part serpent, and part goat. Today the word
“chimera” is used to describe a fantastical hybrid creature.
In Greek mythology Chimera was the daughter of Echidna,
a giant serpent with the head of a beautiful nymph, and
her loathsome hundred-headed mate, Typhon. Zeus killed
the evil Typhon but spared Echidna and her monstrous offspring, including Chimera, so they might test the mettle of
future heroes. Chimera finally met her match in the hero
Bellerophon who was able to vanquish her with the assistance of Athena.
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XXXIX – Firefly

Keywords: Transitory beauty. Illumination. Inspiration.
One of the loveliest sights of a summer evening are fireflies
dancing in a twilight garden. These insects illuminate the
darkness using luciferin, a chemical which glows from their
abdomens to attract mates and repel predators. However,
the brilliant beauty of the firefly is as transitory as a summer night—sadly, their reign ends with the cool approach
of autumn. Not surprisingly, some Native Americans tribes
consider the firefly a symbol of illumination. When the Firefly card appears in a reading, consider where you may require illumination in your life. Seek moments of unexpected
beauty that offer gateways for inspiration.

XL – Scorpion

Keywords: Vengeance. The unexpected. Harsh enlightenment. Intensity. Karma.
In mythology, the scorpion is known for its warrior nature.
In ancient Babylon, scorpion men were the fierce offspring
of Tiamat, the goddess of chaos. The Greek hunting goddess
Artemis sent a scorpion to attack Orion after he attempted
to take advantage of her charms. As a result of their battle,
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both Orion and the scorpion were placed into the stars as
constellations; the astrological sign of scorpio is associated
with it. Just as the scorpion is feared for its painful sting, the
appearance of this card suggests that something unexpected
may shake up your life. As fearful as this may seem, the
change will ultimately be for the best.

XLI – Falcon

Keywords: Taking charge. Sovereignty. Confidence.
Falcons have long been associated with sunlight perhaps for
their ability to fly directly to their destination like a speedy
tongue of flame. In Norse mythology Loki, the roguish god
of fire, was believed to take the form of a falcon when he
needed to escape from trouble. Falcons are also a symbol
of royalty in Hungarian and Egyptian mythology. After the
divine falcon, Turul, impregnated the legendary Hungarian queen, Emese, a stream of molten fire poured from her
breast to signal the birth of a hero. The Egyptian god Horus
was depicted either as a falcon or a falcon-headed man. Just
as the pharaoh reigned supreme over the land, Horus ruled
over the sun and sky. The presence of the Falcon card in a
reading challenges you to take charge of your life, instead of
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relying upon others. What would you do if you could rule
over your dominion?

XLII – Salamander

Keywords: Contentment. Basking in the good things of life.
Being renewed by warmth.
Since ancient times the salamander has been associated
with the element of fire. Pliny the Elder and Aristotle both
wrote that the salamander was able to extinguish flames.
However, during the Renaissance, this mysterious amphibian became associated with the occult science of alchemy;
some considered it a toxic animal to be avoided. Leonardo
da Vinci thought that it possessed the magical ability to
subsist on fire. Nowadays, the salamander is mainly known
as a quiet creature. It is often found basking contentedly
in sunny spots. As such, the appearance of the Salamander
card is a reminder that life is intended to be enjoyed for
what it is, rather than what it should be.
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XLIII – Centaur

Keywords: Using judgment. Wild force. Purposefulness.
Like the chimera, the centaur is a fantastical composite creature. From the waist up, the centaur is a person; from the
waist down, it resembles a horse. This duality suggests that
the centaur possesses the higher intellect of a human accompanied by the untamed strength of a horse—the best of
both worlds. Accordingly, they are known as skilled warriors. Greek mythology claims that the centaur came into
being after King Ixion was tricked into mating with a cloud
resembling the sovereign goddess Hera. More recently, the
centaur was revered in C. S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia for
their bravery and wisdom. The appearance of the Centaur
card suggests that you now possess the brains and brawn
necessary to navigate a change in your life. Trust your wisdom and take action!

XLIV– Phoenix

Keywords: Rebirth. Resurrection. Immortality. Hope.
The Phoenix card is a reminder never to lose hope—what
appears to be gone will return again if we are patient. The
phoenix is a universal symbol for resurrection and immor40

tality. The legend of a great bird that dies and is reborn from
fire has roots in many cultures. Perhaps the oldest of these
is the feng-huang, a Chinese phoenix that has figured in folklore for over seven thousand years as the embodiment of
harmony and grace. Another ancient myth tells of the benu,
an Egyptian sun bird associated with the sun god, Ra, and
Osiris, the resurrected god of the afterlife. The Greeks incorporated elements of the benu story into their own myth
of the phoenix. They believed that every five hundred years
the phoenix would build a nest that would be set aflame by
the sun. As it settled upon this pyre, it sang a sweet song
that drew all the birds of the world to witness its immolation. However, though the flames consumed the bird, the
phoenix was not destroyed; instead, it was reborn from the
flames to live anew.

3
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USING THE
SACRED WORLD ORACLE

The simplest way to use The Sacred World Oracle is to
choose a card at random. When you are ready, shuffle the
deck a random number of times. If the cards are too large
for your hands, simply place them face-down on a flat
surface and slide them around until they feel sufficiently
randomized. Cut the deck, and take the card at the top.
Alternately, you can also place the cards face down in a pile
and allow your hand to be guided to the appropriate card.
The Sacred World Oracle can also be used in card
spreads, such as those utilized for a tarot deck. Card spreads
allow the user to access wisdom in an organized fashion. A
card spread involves placing a number of oracle cards into
a preordained pattern; typically, each card symbolizes one
aspect of a question to be examined. Here are two spreads
that work well with The Sacred World Oracle.
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The Past-Present-Future
One of my most used card spreads is the Past-Present-Future
spread. I especially like it because it cuts to the heart of the matter without any fuss. To begin, choose at random four cards after concentrating on your question. Then place the cards as so:

The first card represents the past; the second card, the present; the third card suggests a possible future. (Remember
that the future is always fluid and is affected by the actions
we take in the present.) A final card offers an overview of
the issue being examined.

h
Black Swan, White Swan
This five-card spread was created by Thalassa of the Daughters of Divination’s San Francisco Bay Area Tarot Symposium (BATS). It was inspired by the ballet Swan Lake; she
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writes that “tutus are optional.” The Black Swan, White
Swan spread helps us explore our blind spots—those pesky
obstacles we can’t, or don’t want to see. It also points to the
wisdom that lies in front of our noses.

3. white Swan

3. magic feather

1. Black Swan

2. magic feather

Lay out four cards to represent:
1. The Black Swan, or what you need to see that can get in
your way
2. The Magic Feather, or what to do about it
3. The White Swan, or what you need to see that can help you
4. The Magic Feather, or how to use the solution presented
in the second card.
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Finally, a fifth card is laid across the top of the previous
cards to symbolize the Swan in Flight. It offers an aerial
overview of the situation for additional perspective.

5. swan flight

Additional card spreads are included in many
books about oracles and tarot. Online, a vast array
of tarot spreads can be found at Aeclectic Tarot at
www.aeclectic.net/tarot/spreads/.
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OTHER INFORMATION

h

About the Art and Text
Kris Waldherr’s first professionally commissioned illustration was of a Great Dane for a magazine. Since then, her
love of animals and nature have inspired her to create many
more pieces of art for books, cards, magazines, and other
publications. The art in The Sacred World Oracle was adapted from Waldherr’s numerous books, most especially her
publications Sacred Animals and the accompanying Sacred
Animals calendars from which some of the text for The Sacred World Oracle has been adapted. Information concerning oracles and card spreads was inspired and adapted from
Waldherr’s card decks the Goddess Inspiration Oracle, the
Goddess Tarot, and The Lover's Path Tarot. Other publications
lending art to The Sacred World Oracle include: Bless The
Beasts by June Cotner (SeaStar Books); The Anubis Oracle
by Nicki Scully and Linda Starwolf (Inner Traditions), The
Book of Goddesses (Abrams Books); The Seal Prince by Sheila
MacGill Callahan (Dial Books); and The Firebird by Robert
D. San Souci (Dial Books). The illustrations for firefly, bee,
and elephant were previously unpublished.
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About the Creator
Kris Waldherr is an author, illustrator, and designer
whose art has been exhibited in the National Museum
of Women in the Arts. Her card decks include The Lover’s Path Tarot, the Goddess Inspiration Oracle, Ask the
Queens Advice Card Deck, and the bestselling Goddess
Tarot. Waldherr is also the author of Doomed Queens,
The Lover’s Path and The Book of Goddesses as well as the
illustrator of several children’s picture books. You can
learn about her books, e-books, card decks, iPhone and
android apps, and more at KrisWaldherr.com.
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For our complete line of tarot decks, books, meditation cards, oracle sets, and other inspirational
products please visit our website:
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